In order to improve the weak situation of the global search ability, the stability and time consuming of optimization of differential evolution (DE) 
Introduction
The optimization method is divided into the traditional optimization methods and heuristic optimization methods. The traditional optimization methods mainly realize the order of single feasible solution and deterministic search based on the objective function gradient (or derivative) information. And the heuristic optimization methods are a kind of bionic algorithm, which realizes the parallel and stochastic optimization of multi solutions by using the heuristic strategy. The heuristic search algorithms do not require the continuous and differentiable information of the objective function, and take on better global search ability [1, 2] . So they has become a hot topic in the optimization area.
In these heuristic optimization methods, differential evolution (DE) algorithm is a heuristic random search algorithm based on population differences. The DE algorithm was proposed by Storn in 1995, to solve Chebyshev polynomial problem, and complex optimization problems subsequently [3] . The DE algorithm has a very special connection with evolutionary algorithms. The DE algorithm and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [4] are optimization algorithms based on the swarm intelligence theory. They use the generated swarm intelligence of the competition and cooperation between individuals within the population to guide optimization search. But compared to the evolutionary algorithm, the DE algorithm retains the global search strategy based on the population, uses the real-coding, simple differential mutation and competitive survival strategy to reduce the complexity of the genetic operation. At the same time, the unique remembering ability of DE algorithm can dynamically track the current search, in order to adjust its search strategy. The DE algorithm has a strong global convergence and robustness, and does not require the character information of solving problem. It is suitable to solve the optimization problems in the complex environment, which can not be solved by using conventional mathematical programming methods. So the DE algorithm is an efficient parallel search algorithm, theory and an application research has important academic significance and engineering value.
However, the DE algorithm is like other evolutionary algorithms, it exists the low searching efficiency and premature convergence. In order to improve the performance of DE algorithm, many scholars have made useful research work. Su and Lee [5] proposed improved mixed-integer hybrid differential evolution (MIHDE) method for distribution systems in order to reduce power loss and enhance the voltage profile. Bhat, et al., [6] proposed an improved differential evolution method (IDE) to apply for the evaluation of the parameters in the framework of the solution of an inverse problem. Swagatam, et al., [7] described an application of DE to the automatic clustering of large unlabeled data sets. Nasimul and Hitoshi [8] proposed a crossover-based adaptive local search (LS) operation for enhancing the performance of standard differential evolution (DE) algorithm and a LS technique to solve this problem by adaptively adjusting the length of the search, using a hill-climbing heuristic. Swagatam and Amit [9] proposed an evolutionary-fuzzy clustering algorithm for automatically grouping the pixels of an image into different homogeneous regions. Lai and Cao [10] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm(IDE) for solving a general mixed integer programming model of VRP-SPDTW. Zou, et al., [11] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm (IDE) to solve task assignment problem. The IDE is an improved version of differential evolution algorithm (DE), and it modifies two important parameters of DE algorithm: scale factor and crossover rate. Lee, et al., [12] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm, named the Taguchi-sliding-based differential evolution algorithm (TSBDEA) to solve the problem of optimization for the surface grinding process. Ramesh, et al., [13] proposed an improved multi-objective generalized differential evolution (I-GDE3) approach to solve optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD) with multiple and competing objectives. Baatar, et al., [14] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm adopting a new mutation strategy, 'DEλ -best1,' to increase the performance of global optimization. Elsayed, et al., [15] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm that uses a mix of different mutation operators. Basu [16] proposed an improved differential evolution to determine the optimal hourly schedule of power generation in a hydrothermal system. Tang, et al., [17] proposed an improved differential evolution (DE) algorithm with a real-coded matrix representation for each individual of the population, a two-step method for generating the initial population, and a new mutation strategy. Tsai [18] proposed an improved differential evolution algorithm(IDEA) based on combining the Taguchi method with sliding levels and a differential evolution algorithm (DEA) to solve nonlinear programming and engineering design problems. Zhang and Duan [19] formulated the global route planning problem for the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as a constrained optimization problem in the three-dimensional environment and proposed an improved constrained differential evolution (DE) algorithm to generate an optimal feasible route.
These improved DE algorithms overcome the premature convergence and falling into local optimum problems. But the local search ability, convergence speed and optimization accuracy of the algorithm still require to be further strengthened. So an improved differential evolution algorithm with multi-population and multi-strategy (MPMSIDE) is proposed to solve high dimensional optimization problem is proposed in this paper.
Differential Evolution
The DE algorithm is a computational intelligent method by simulating biological evolution of natural population. The main idea is: the cooperation, competition and the generational evolution and reproduction of individuals in a population are used to improve the adaptation degree of individuals to the external environment, so as to approximate the optimal solution of the problem. In essence, the DE algorithm is a greedy genetic algorithm with high quality thought based on real coding. The definition of optimization problem and mathematical describing of the DE algorithm are given:
For optimization problem:
, D is the dimension of the solution space. 
Initialization
The key parameters of DE algorithm are initialized. These parameters include the population size ( N ),the mutation factor( F ), the crossover rate( CR ) and the stopping criterion( T ).The initial generation counter is set as t =1. Each individual is encoded as a vector of floating-point numbers. And the prescribed upper and lower bounds of each decision variable with random generated values are initialized according to the uniform probability distribution in the N-dimensional problem space. The following equation is used to initialize the initial population of individuals:
Mutation
The DE algorithm executes the individual mutation for target vector by using differential strategy. The mutation component is the different vector of the parent. Each vector consists of two different individuals ( （1）DE/rand/1/bin ) (
Crossover
The crossover operation is used to construct an offspring by mixing current components. In order to enhance the potential diversity of the population, crossover operation plays a key role. The essence of crossover operation is to execute the uniform crossover between the generated individual ( 
Selection
The selection operator is used to construct a population by selecting the trial vectors and their predecessors according to the better fitness value or the optimal value. The DE algorithm generates the offspring by using the greedy selection strategy. After the crossover operation is executed, the test individual will be x . The individual with the better fitness value will be selected as the offspring. If the objective function is to be minimized, the selected operation equation is given: (9) 3. An Improved DE Algorithm with Multi-population and MultiStrategy (MPMSIDE)
The Idea of MPMSIDE Algorithm
The DE algorithm a evolutionary algorithm based on real coding, the mutation operation, crossover operation and selection operation of the individual are used to constantly evolve the population until the algorithm terminates. Due to the weak situation of the global search ability, the stability and time consuming of optimization of differential evolution (DE) algorithm in solving high dimensional optimization problem, this paper proposes an improved differential evolution algorithm with multi-population and multi-strategy (MPMSIDE) for solving high dimensional optimization problem. In the proposed MPMSIDE algorithm, according the fitness value, standard deviation of fitness and distance of each individual, the population is divided into three different subpopulations, which are best population with the better fitness of individuals, worst population the poor fitness of individuals and general population with the rest individuals. The best population is responsible for local search and improves the convergence speed and precision. The worst population is responsible for global search, jumps out the local optimum and avoids premature convergence. The general population is responsible for balancing the global search ability and local search ability. The mutation is the key operation of DE algorithm; the selected mutation strategy determines population direction in the process of evolution. The improved mutation strategy is introduced to enhance the global optimization ability of the greedy algorithm, avoid possible stagnation in a local minimum value for dealing with complex functions with high dimension multimodal optimization problems, and the premature loss of population diversity. The local optimization strategy is used to avoid the local extreme point and improve the local hill-climbing ability in the local search. The self-adaptive update strategy determines the similarity between the best individual and the general individual according to the individual similarity coefficient for reducing the adverse effects of the linear adjusting scaling factors and making the parameter sensitivity of DE algorithm and improving the stability and robustness.
The improved mutation strategy DE/best/1 is given:
where  is correlation parameter of vector. The added  can give more choice space in this mutation. The improved mutation strategy can greatly enhance the searching space and the local search ability of the algorithm. The MPMSIDE algorithms increases a number of control parameters and the population, and effectively enhance the searching space the local search ability and provides a more flexible choice than standard DE algorithm.
The Flow of MPMSIDE Algorithm
On the basis of the above idea, the flow of an improved differential evolution algorithm with multi-population and multi-strategy (MPMSIDE) in solving high dimensional optimization problem is shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 . The MPMSIDE algorithm, DE algorithm and CDE algorithm run independently with 30 times for five functions. The maximum value, minimum value and mean value and standard deviation are used to evaluate three algorithms. The results are shown in Table  2 . f function, The MPMSIDE algorithm obtains the optimal value(zero).
So the proposed MPMSIDE algorithm takes on the better global convergence ability and searching precision in solving high dimensional optimization problems.
Conclusion
DE algorithm is an efficient and powerful algorithm for solving complex optimization problems. It depends on the mutation strategy and crossover strategy, and the values of the associated control parameters. And for one complex optimization problem, the different mutation strategy and crossover strategy may be more effective than single mutation strategy and crossover strategy. So an improved differential evolution algorithm with multi-population and multi-strategy(MPMSIDE) is proposed to solve high dimensional optimization problem in this paper. In the MPMSIDE algorithm, the population is divided into best population, worst population and general population according the fitness value, standard deviation of fitness and distance of each individual. The improved mutation strategy is introduced to enhance the global optimization ability of the greedy algorithm, avoid possible stagnation in a local minimum value for dealing with complex functions with high dimension multimodal optimization problems. The local optimization strategy is used to avoid the local extreme point and improve the local hill-climbing ability in the local search. The self-adaptive method is used to automatically adjust the scaling factor and crossover factor during the running time. The performance of MPMSIDE algorithm is evaluated on benchmark problems and is favorably compared with DE, CDE algorithm in the literature. The results demonstrate that the proposed MPMSIDE algorithm is overall more effective and takes on better searching precision, convergence speed, and global convergence ability.
